as... a gift! The teacher used it for years as a teaching aid for history lessons unaware of the great value she had in her hands.
4
One day, the teacher, who was since long retired wished to give her map to a library. She showed it to different libraries but nobody expressed an interest in it. Finally, because of the interest shown by the present author, it was purchased by the Wrocław University Library cartographic collection. The map had been used for years as a teaching aid and was thus in very bad condition -it was twice folded and brought to the library in a plastic bag. As soon as it had been acquired, the map was given into the hands of the library's Conservatory Division to undergo treatment for preservation. Whether fortunately or unfortunately, no ownership marks were found on the map. First presentation of the map to the world of historians of cartography 5 The map was presented soon after it was purchased by the library, i.e. at the 13 th International Conference on the History of Cartography held in Amsterdam in 1989. Two controversial points regarding the map needed confirmation. First, it had to be determined whether or not the map in question was indeed the only extant copy. Second, the relationship between the original and its renditions had to be shown. The "find" of the genuine Jenkinson map "caused a stir among academics and dealers" -so wrote Valerie G. Scott -the chief editor of "The Map Collector" at that time. The same editor expressed her opinion in the account of the Amsterdam Conference entitled : "Map of Russia revealed at Conference".
The Jenkinson map as outcome of the travels of Englishmen 7
The Jenkinson map is the final outcome of the author's own travels as well as those of his predecessors, among others Anton Wied (1508-1558), Sigismund Herberstein (1486-1566), William Borough (1539-1599) and many others before them such as Sebastian Cabot (? -1556) or Richard Chanceller (? -1556) . Undoubtedly the significant role of Russian tsar Ivan the Terrible, who let Jenkinson travel through the whole of then contemporary Russia should also be stressed.
8
As far as Jenkinson's route is concerned, his first journey to Russia began on 12 May, 1557. He embarked from London, skirted the north coast of Scandinavia to Wordhouse -the castle Cape Kegor, entered into the Bay of S. Nicolas and through Colmogro, the river Dvina, the city of Ustiug, joined the country of Permia to the great city of Vologda and finally reached Moscow where he was invited to the court of Ivan the Terrible (6 December 1557). He traveled then on the great Volga river. One of the routes of the Jenkinson's travels led to the city of Boghar in Bactria along the Caspian Sea. Another route he traveled crossing the city of Derbent, reaching the court of the great Sophy of Persia and living there 8 months.
The genuine Jenkinson map and its relationship with Ortelius and de Jode's renditions 9 Before the Jenkinson map had been rediscovered, scholars could investigate only existing renditions. This event enabled us to show that the Ortelius derivative was the more faithful, especially with respect to the territorial scope, although the ornamentation was much poorer. The original turned out to be much larger than Ortelius' 44 by 35,3 cm ; it measures almost 102 by 82 cm, including a 6 cm border. Contrary to Ortelius, de Jode "cut out" the eastern and south-western portion of the genuine map considered reliable. along the coast of north Russia reached only the lower stream of the Ob river, which on the map has a much shortened flow into the Kitaia lacus. 13 The river called on the map Ougus (known at that time as the Oxus, and to-day as the Amur-Daria) flows from the mountains called there "montes paraponisi" (Hindukush today), and into the Caspian Sea. In many sources including not only maps but written works, too, we can find confirmation of this fact. However, Jenkinson most probably took over this image from Ptolemy's map. We cannot exclude, either, that the river in early times changed its course as mentioned above.
14 A large space of the map consists of decorative elements. We can admire very interesting genre scenes, figures of warriors, i.e. Tartars and Cossacks, camps of nomads, their carriages and animals, the pagan god called "Zlata Baba" (Golden Woman) and lastly the image of Tsar Ivan the Terrible sitting on his throne and probably Jenkinson bowing before him. These decorative fragments of the map we can assume come from Johannes de Schille the painter who is mentioned in the letter written by Reinoldus -the engraver of the map in question -to Ortelius. The letter is preserved in the British Library and quoted in the correspondence of Ortelius. It is very interesting in various other respects, too. There is an information regarding 25 copies of the map that Reinoldus sent by order of Reginald Wolf -the king's typographer, maybe the printer of the map in question.
15 Recognition of the genuine map not only brought fresh knowledge about its details but also raised some problems. One was the date which was confirmed on the original map, but became a controversial point of discussion. During a scientific stay in Cambridge the present writer was lucky to find a heraldic work with the coat of arms -the same as that on the map and belonging to Henry Sidney, the sponsor of the map -which had been conferred upon him in 1566. The Jenkinson map territory performed by other cartographers of that time 19 The comparisons made between the Jenkinson map and its renditions have shed a rather one-dimensional light on the documents. Of equal importance in any analysis of the Jenkinson map is an attempt to establish the sources of the Jenkinson's information and how his map relates to the cartographic works of his predecessors. Morgan and Coot, cited in S.H. Baron's article, were familiar only with the later renditions of the map from which they concluded that Jenkinson was the author of only the southern and eastern parts of his map, having borrowed the northern portion from the Borough brothers and the western portion from Anthony Wied. Their conclusions, however, need to be reevaluated in the light of the rediscovery of the original map. A new analysis was made on the basis of the following maps : two maps by Waldseemüller from 1507 and 1512 ; Gerasimov's map in the 1525 Agnese atlas, and a Wied map of 1542 ; Münster's Cosmography of 1544 ; Herberstein from 1546, and finally, Gastaldi from the 1548 version of Ptolemy's Geography. In addition, the Jenkinson map was compared with three maps from an earlier, 1482 edition of Ptolemy's work that covered the same territory as the Englishman's map. 20 The second edition of the Wied map was also taken into consideration -though it appeared after the Jenkinson map the same year as the first edition of the Ortelius atlasin order to establish if the Jenkinson map influenced it in any way.
21 These maps can be divided into two basic groups : the first group includes the schematic maps as well as the works of Ptolemaeus, Waldseemüller, Gerasimov-Agnese, Gastaldi, and Münster ; the second group includes the first detailed maps of Russia by Wied and Herberstein. From the very first glance it is clear that all the maps in both groups differ so much that one could surmise that none of the authors referred to the works of his predecessors. The Waldsemüller maps, for example, tend to exaggerate mountain chains and provide detailed place names : his 1507 chart greatly overemphasizes the size of the Black Sea and even more that of the Azov Sea, though the latter was corrected in his 1516 edition. The influence of Ptolemy is still evident, particularly as regards the manner of depicting mountains on the earlier map ; both works contain the famous but erroneous representation of the nonexistent mountains in the northern part of Russia which goes back to Ptolemy. The predominant element on the Gerasimov -Agnese and Gastaldi maps are the water networks ; additionally, Gerasimov emphasized lakes and Gastaldi forests. The Münster map, however, appears to be more schematic, but at closer examination proves to be closer in proportions to one of the contemporary maps of the area. Maybe the same projections on were used on these two maps! These proportions are much less accurate in the Herberstein and Wied maps, though both were ascribed to the second group of more detailed maps ; this should not, however, be confused with the overall geographic accuracy of these maps as such. It should be noted here that the Wied map is exceptionally difficult to read due not only to its south-eastern orientation, but also because of the dense layer of forest drawn over most of it and in particular its left half. The Wied map is not the only one to depart from the accepted northern orientation : the Münster map uses a north-eastern orientation, as does the Herberstein map, though according to the text on the border of the latter map it also purports to have a northern orientation. 23 A general survey of all the maps under discussion indicates that they all differ quite significantly with regard to the method in which each map represents various physiographic elements. The discrepancies in territorial representation are also conspicuous.
24 As mentioned above, the China Lake was one of the elements included in Jenkinson's map that the author borrowed from his predecessors Gastaldi and Herberstein. To his credit, however, Jenkinson removed the information regarding China and its capital to the right lower edge on the border of his map, where he wrote that "the border of the China Empire begins thirty days journey east of Kashkara", and that "from this border to Cumbalcu (one of the versions for the name of Peking used at the time) is another three months travel". 29 In response to the question posed above as to how the second edition of the Wied map relates to the first edition and with the Jenkinson map, we can say that undoubtedly the later Wieds edition is more legible, although in a smaller scale than the first. Wied gave his second map an eastern orientation, the same as on the earlier edition, though given some of the physiographic elements it appears that this is somewhat misleading. It 31 General maps of Europe only will be examined here, because maps of fragments of territory shown on Jenkinson's map, and also published at that time, call for a quite separate study and article.
32 Before we turn our attention to the post-Jenkinson maps of Europe it is worth recalling some pre-Jenkinson facts of the region in question.
33 It is worth mentioning the fact that from the earliest times Russia was represented by different words. For example "Tanais" (to-day the Don river) was inscribed on T-O maps, or "Caspium Mare" on Indicopleustes' map of the 6 th century. The Black Sea is called "Eusin Pontus" on Beatus Liebenensis map of the 8 th century and on the Ebstorfer map of the 13 th century. On the last-mentioned map we notice the names : "Caspium Mare", "Scithia" or "Moscovie" portrayed there as a city. Based on Jenkinson's knowledge from his travels to Russia the map by the Deutecum brothers of 1569 should be considered here as a third derivative, although made in quite another projection than Jenkinson's genuine map and its two above mentioned renditions. The difference between the Van Deutecum map and the two known renditions is that this author treated Jenkinson's genuine map as only one of the sources which included Herberstein's work.
36 1570 was not only the year of Ortelius' rendition but also the year of the map of Europe which became the logo of the present Brussels Conference. Although the map is rather empty there are some names concerning Jenkinson's area such as "Scythia", "Tartaria", "Moscovia" and "Livonia". There are even two rivers of our region -"the Tanais" and "Borysthen" (the Don and Dneper rivers). The later map of Europe by Ortelius in his "Epitome" of c. 1598 is interesting because there he portrayed the very long "Volga" joining "the Mar Bachu" (the Caspian Sea) with the Baltic Sea, and Tartaria is situated in the north of Russia close to the White Sea. The well known and beautiful map by Hondius (1595) is especially in its decorative elements based on the Jenkinson map. In his wall map of Europe Mercator undoubtedly used Jenkinson's map, especially because he had, as we know from a letter of that time, his map sent to Ortelius for him from London.
37 Worth mentioning with regard to the area under consideration are the events which took place in the 16 th century. It was the time when Polish authors of works and maps corrected the mistake made by Ptolemy concerning the Riphei and Hiperborei mountains (Miechovita, 1517) and the estuaries of the Don and the Dnieper rivers, and in consequence the Black Sea. However, contrary to these developments, until the 18 th century some cartographers copied the image of the Ougus (Oxus), i.e. the Amur-Daria river, as will be described in this paper. 39 On these maps there is a richer toponimy, especially along the Dvina river. Empty places are filled with forests, descriptions and genre scenes. Worth mentioning is the map by Hondius of 1606 -probably his diminished and reduced version of the 1595 wall map. It covers the lesser known portion of the eastern part of the Jenkinson area, namely "Sir Hugo Willoughbes Landt" close to "Novaya Zemlya" discovered by the Sebastian Cabot expedition which was organized to look for the North East Passage to Catay in 1553.
41 On one of the later Ptolemy editions of his atlas (1621), the same name resembles that on Jenkinson's map mentioned above. The Black Sea is shown as "Mare Maggiore". As on Jenkinson's map there is the shortened Ob river with the Chinese Lake. The name of "Mare Septentrionale" appears with John Speed, too. However on Merian's map of Europe (c. 1650) the name of the Northern Sea is changed again to the "Murmanskoy More". The Black Sea there is named "Pontus Euxinus" , and the Caspian Sea as "the Caspian Sea or Hircian". Latter half of the 17 th century 42 The map by Nicolaus Visscher is one of the early maps of the latter half of the 17 th century. It dates back to 1660. The author has carefully excluded the Caspian Sea as well as the Ob river with the Chinese Lake. In the north, the sea is still called "Mourmanskoy More". The most detailed image on his map which he portrayed including geographical names is the basin of the Dvina river and its two main tributaries -the Suchona and Wytsh(?)egda. The same date features on the map by F. de Wit. As on the abovementioned map, it portrays the same range of territory.
43 In the seventh decade of the 17 th century two quite different maps were made by John Speed. One of them in sepia (small and uncolored) comes from an unidentified work but embraces the area including "The Caspian or Hircanum Sea", but not the Ob river and the Chinese lake. Also missing are two big lakes Ladoga and Onega which on the other hand were depicted on Jenkinson's map, although they are not quite correct in shape ("Vladiscoy lacus" and "Biatla ozera").
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Of little interest is a large map by Robert Morden which comprises the "Oby" river with an unnamed lake but equally an inscription "Bounds of Europe".
45 Finally of great interest, although too stretched in the east-west direction, is Coronelli's map of Europe, probably one of the gores of his globe because it is widely stretched to the south. Striking is the huge island "Nova Zembla", although it does not look like an island because it is joined to the mainland. The sea in the north of Russia here is named "Oceano Setten", and closer to the White Sea -"Mare di Moscouia", and the Black Sea is named as "Mare Negro" or "Mare Maggiore". Here the Azov Sea is named "Mare della Zabache sive della Tanas". An interesting feature of the same map shows the highly developed outline of the coast of lake Onega with as many as 13 rivers. 
